Automatic speech recognition technology can be integrated in an information retrieval process to allow searching on multimedia contents. But, in order to assure an adequate retrieval performance is necessary to state the quality of the recognition phase, especially in speaker-independent and domainindependent environments. This paper introduces a methodology to accomplish the evaluation of different speech recognition systems in several scenarios considering also the creation of new corpora of different types (broadcast news, interviews, etc.), especially in other languages apart from English that are not widely addressed in speech community.
Introduction
One of the goals in current information retrieval research is going beyond text [1] . There is no doubt that users need to find different kinds of resources present in the web (audio, video, images) as well as using the same formats in their queries. So, multimedia formats are getting more attention, from video indexing to querying using images, audio, video or text. These formats can be applied to the information retrieval problem in different ways, from query by example of images or videos, to the conversion between formats, for example from video to image. Nevertheless, text representation is still the most representative one so many multimedia retrieval approaches are based on the use of metadata or on the transformation from any format to text. From this point of view, Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) technology provides tools to transform human voice signals into text. Traditional text retrieval techniques can be then applied on the resulting text, providing good characterizations of multimedia objects. The transcription could be used to improve retrieval allowing extraction of relevant video and audio fragments concerning, for instance, keywords used in queries. Nowadays, there are several ASR products available, from commercial ones such as Dragon Naturally Speaking (DNS) [5] or Microsoft Windows Speech Recognizer (WSR), to open source software packages like Sphynx [3] or HTK [4] . At this point, an important issue arises, which of these products best suites information retrieval system needs? There have been great efforts in ASR evaluation frameworks, particularly with some conferences devoted to ASR evaluation but they are, in general, designed from the point of view of final applications such as those promoted by TC-STAR 1 (Technology and Corpora for Speech to Speech Translation) focusing on Speech-to-Speech Translation or the Spoken Document Retrieval Task promoted by TREC 2 (Text Retrieval Evaluation Conference) in late 90´s or CL-SDR (Cross Language Speech Document Retrieval) from 2003 to 2007 launched by CLEF 3 (Cross Language European Forum). More recently, MediaEval Benchmark 4 2011, an initiative for multimedia evaluation, includes two speech related tasks: Spoken Web Search Task and Rich Speech Retrieval Task. All of them are devoted to do IR from transcripts of spoken documents. As far as the authors of this paper know, there are not available ASR evaluation platforms allowing a comparison of several ASR products using different types of corpora in different scenarios.
Therefore, the availability of speech corpora is a central issue due to the difficulties and the cost of collecting and manually annotating a corpus with transcriptions [13]. The main corpora containing transcriptions in these tracks are: (1) American-English news recordings broadcast by ABC, CNN, Public Radio International, and Voice of America collected by the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) for ASR training and (2) audio recordings in English (European Parliament plenary speeches)and Spanish (European Parliament plenary speeches; Cortes Spanish Parliament speeches) developed by TALP 5 research group, distributed by ELDA and used in TC-START competitions for speech to speech translation. At other times, corpora is automatically obtained (for instance, English and Czech interview recordings of Survivors of the Shoah Visual History Foundation using in CL-SDR 2006[11] were transcribed using a ASR system with the consequent increase of transcription errors). There are other speech resources, recordings from telephone calls, dialogs, digits, short phrases, etc. but from the point of view of this work we are interested in spoken documents.
Focusing in European Spanish, the unique corpus with transcriptions that considers this language is the European Parliament and Cortes Spanish plenary speeches and other types of recordings are needed to test ASR systems for different kind of applications (for instance, voice queries in a Question Answering System over transcribed audio or video files) and domains (spoken documents concerning sportsbroadcast sports news -or concerning international political issues -broadcast political news). In particular, this research work focuses on the use of TV broadcast contents to build valid test and training sets for ASR systems, mainly for Spanish. With this motivation, the research work introduced in this paper defines a platform for the evaluation of different ASR products (commercial or not) under the same conditions, i.e., using the same test collection and evaluation measures, and paying special attention to information retrieval applications. Moreover, a procedure to obtain literal transcription from audio resources is also defined in order to facilitate
